Combined variations containing low-resolution and occlusion often present in face images in the wild, e.g., under the scenario of video surveillance. While most of the existing face image recovery approaches can handle only one type of variation per model, in this work, we propose a deep generative adversarial network (FCSR-GAN) for performing joint face completion and face super-resolution via multi-task learning. The generator of FCSR-GAN aims to recover a high-resolution face image without occlusion given an input low-resolution face image with occlusion. The discriminator of FCSR-GAN uses a set of carefully designed losses (an adversarial loss, a perceptual loss, a pixel loss, a smooth loss, a style loss, and a face prior loss) to assure the high quality of the recovered high-resolution face images without occlusion. The whole network of FCSR-GAN can be trained endto-end using our two-stage training strategy. Experimental results on the public-domain CelebA and Helen databases show that the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in jointly performing face super-resolution (up to 8×) and face completion, and shows good generalization ability in crossdatabase testing. Our FCSR-GAN is also useful for improving face identification performance when there are low-resolution and occlusion in face images. The code of FCSR-GAN is available at: https://github.com/swordcheng/FCSR-GAN.
I. INTRODUCTION
C OMPLEX variations containing low-resolution and occlusions often exist in face images captured under unconstrained scenarios such as video surveillance. Obtaining high-resolution and non-occluded face images from lowresolution face images with occlusions is an essential but challenging task for face analysis such as face recognition, attribute learning, face parsing, etc.
While a number of approaches have been proposed for recovering high-quality face images from low-quality inputs, most methods aim at dealing with one type of variation per model, e.g., face completion [1] , [2] , and face super-resolution [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Under the assumption that there is only a single type of variation per image, the corresponding approaches for face super-solution or face completion can work well. However, these approaches may not fully meet the requirements of practical application scenarios where both low-resolution and occlusion may present simultaneously.
So different from existing approaches which mainly solve one challenge (either low-resolution or occlusion) per model, we aim at addressing a more challenging problem, i.e., how to handle both face low-resolution and occlusion in a single model. While a straightforward approach for handling both low-resolution and occlusion is to perform face superresolution followed by face completion or vice versa, the effectiveness of existing face super-resolution approaches is not known when they are applied to low-resolution face image with occlusions [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Similarly, it is not known whether the face completion approaches work for lowresolution face images or not. As shown in Fig. 1 , when a face completion method (GFC [1] ) and a face super-resolution method (SRResnet [3] ) are applied successively to an input low-resolution face image with occlusion, the recovered face images ( Fig. 1 (b) and (c)) may contain visual artifacts. The possible reason is that such a straightforward recovering approach is suboptimal because it treats super-resolution and de-occlusion as two independent problems; however, these two problems can have internal relationships during the image recovery process. In addition, when applying face completion and face super-resolution one after another, for Fig. 1 (b) , artifacts may be introduced to the non-occluded region during the super-resolution, which then leads to more artifacts than the recovered face images in Fig. 1 (c) .
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end trainable framework based on a generative adversarial network (GAN) for joint face completion and super-resolution via a single model (namely FCSR-GAN). The generator of the FCSR-GAN performs face super-resolution and completion simultaneously, aiming for recovering a high-resolution face image without occlusion from an input low-resolution face image with occlusion. The discriminator of FCSR-GAN contains six losses: (i) an adversarial loss aiming for differentiating between real and generated face images; (ii) a pixel loss aiming for good reconstruction of non-occluded high-resolution face images; (iii) a perceptual loss aiming for obtaining photorealistic texture; (iv) a smooth loss aiming for penalizing color distortions along the boundaries of the occluded area; (v) a style loss aiming for maintaining the style between the recovered facial area and the non-occluded facial area, and (vi) a face prior loss aiming for obtaining a reasonable facial component topological structure. We also propose a two-stage training strategy that enables the network to be trained effectively end-to-end. The proposed approach is evaluated on the public-domain CelebA [11] , and Helen [30] datasets and face images with natural low-resolution and occlusion.
The main contributions of this work include: (i) an efficient approach for jointly performing face super-resolution and completion with a single model via multi-task learning; (ii) a two-stage training strategy that enables the network to be effectively trained; and (iii) promising results compared with the baseline methods that applying the state-of-the-art face completion and face super-solution algorithms one after another.
This work is an extension of our previous work of FG2019 [36] . The essential improvements over our previous work include: we have improved the loss design in order to improve the quality of the recovered face image; (ii) we have simplified the first-stage training of FCSR-GAN so that we can train it directly, without dividing the first-state training into three steps as in [36] ; (iii) we have shown the possibility of building a general framework that can leveraging existing face or image completion and super-resolution approaches to build an end-to-end recovering model; (iv) we have provided comprehensive review about related work and more details and evaluations of our FCSR-GAN.
II. RELATED WORK
We briefly review the representative image completion and image super-resolution methods for either general images or face images.
A. Image Completion
Image completion is to recover the missing content given an image with partial occlusion or corruption. Early image completion methods usually make use of the information of the surrounding pixels around the occluded region to recover the missing part. Ballester et al. [37] proposed to perform joint interpolation of the image gray-levels and gradient directions to fill the corrupted regions. Such an approach may not work well when the corrupted region is large or has large variance in pixel values. Bertalmio et al. [38] proposed a patch-based method to search relevant patches from the noncorrupted region of the image and use them to gradually fill the corrupted regions from outside to inside. While such an algorithm provides better results than previous methods, the patch search process can be slow. In order to solve this issue, Barnes et al. [39] proposed a fast patch search algorithm, but this method still cannot perform image completion in realtime. In general, the traditional methods usually rely on local context information but seldom consider the holistic context information in an image., Recent efforts on image completion seek to utilize deep neural networks (DNNs) for image c,omp,letion., The essence of this kind of method is to predict the missing part of the image by using all the information of the uncorrupted area. Bertalmio et al. [8] proposed an encoder-decoder structured network to perform image completion. Contextual attention mechanism and the surrounding features were used as reference to repair the corrupted image region in [12] , [18] , [19] . Liu et al. [15] used the partial convolution neural network to gradually recover the missing pixels layer by layer. One advantage of their method is that it does not assume the missing image region must be of regular shapes, e.g., rectangle. While the above methods performed image completion at a single scale, [16] proposed a pyramid-context encoder to use information of different scales to improve the image completion result.
Face completion differs from general image completion in that the structures and the shapes of different persons' faces are very similar, but the individual faces' textures are different from each other. Therefore, the face topological structure should be retained during face completion. Zhang et al. [40] proposed to perform face completion by moving meshy shelter on the face, which is effective for repairing a small area of corruption. To handle a large area of occlusion, Li et al. [1] proposed a face completion GAN, in which a face parsing loss was introduced to maintain the face topological structure, and both global and local discriminators were used to ensure the quality of the completed face image. This approach reported promising results on the CelebA [11] dataset; however, its effectiveness in repairing low-resolution face images with occlusion is not known.
We summary the recent representative image completion methods for in Table I covering the method, datasets for evaluation, etc.
B. Image Super-Resolution
Image super-resolution aims to recover a high-resolution image that retains the content but with more details from a low-resolution input image. In this paper, we focus on single image super-resolution, so multi-image or multi-frame based super-resolution approaches are not discussed here; we refer the interested readers to literature [41] , [42] . There are two main categories of approaches for super-resolution from a single image. One category is edge enhancement based methods, e.g., through liner, bicubic or Lanczos [43] filtering. These methods are very fast and do not require training, but the output high-resolution images often lack details. The other category is learning based methods, such as, patch-based [44] , Markov Random Field (MRF) [8] , sparse representation [45] and DNN [3] , [20] , [25] based methods. Benefiting from the strong modeling capacity of DNNs, the methods of [3] , [20] , [25] perform much better than the traditional approaches. For example, Dong et al. [20] proposed a SRCNN method for image super-resolution and reported much better results compared to the traditional methods. SRCNN is a lightweight network with a few layers and relatively small receptive field, so its fitting ability may be limited. Kim et al. [25] proposed a DRCN with much deeper network than SRCNN. Still, recovering a high-resolution image with a large upscaling factor, e.g., 4×, is found to be difficult. In order to get over this limitation, Ledig et al. [3] proposed a perceptual loss for image super-resolution, which consists of an adversarial loss and a content loss. Guo et al. [32] proposed a DCT-DSR network to address the super-resolution problem in an image transform domain. To further enhance the quality of the image, Dai et al. [33] and Li et al. [35] proposed a second-order attention mechanism and a feedback mechanism to perform super-resolution, respectively.
Face super-resolution is a special case of image superresolution. Different from general image super-resolution, face super-resolution could make use of the domain knowledge of the face such as the face topological structure and the 3D shape information. Early face super-resolution methods were mainly motivated by general image super-resolution. Wang and Tang [46] utilized eigen transformation between the low-resolution space and high-resolution space to perform face super-resolution. This method assumes that the principal components of the low-resolution space and the high-resolution space are semantically aligned, but such an assumption may not hold in unconstrained scenarios where pose, illumination, and expression variations may exist. In addition, it could be difficult to perform face super-resolution with large-scale factors. Zhu et al. [4] proposed a framework for hallucinating faces with unconstrained poses and very low resolution, in which framework, they alternatingly optimized [6] made use of the attention mechanism and deep reinforcement learning to sequentially discover attended patches and then perform facial part enhancement by fully exploiting the global interdependency of the image. Song et al. [5] and Chen et al. [7] both used two-stage method to perform coarse-to-fine face superresolution. The differences between them are that while [5] first generated face components and then synthesized fine facial structures, but [7] first generated coarse face images and then generated refined face images with more details.
We summary the recent representative image completion methods for general image and face image in Table II covering the method, upscale factors, datasets in evaluation, etc.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The overall framework of our FCSR-GAN is shown in Fig. 2 (b) , which consists of a generator, a discriminator, and the corresponding losses. As shown in Fig. 2 , we propose a two-stage training strategy for network learning. The face completion module is first trained as shown in Fig. 2 (a) , and then the entire network is trained end-to-end as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . We now provide the details below.
A. Network Architecture 1) Generator and Discriminator: Generator: As shown in Fig. 2 (b) , the generator of our approach is composed of a face completion (FC) module and a face super-resolution (SR) module, which aims to generate a non-occluded high-resolution image from a low-resolution face image with occlusion. Given an input low-resolution face image with occlusion I Occ LR , the output face image by the FC module is expected to be a non-occluded face image of the same size as the input. Ideally, only the occluded areas will be restored while the non-occluded areas should remain unchanged. The low-resolution face image after completion I LR by FC module can be represented as where , M and I LR represent the pixel-wise dot product, the occlusion area (0 for occluded pixels and 1 for non-occluded pixels), and the direct output by FC module, respectively. Then, the face image I LR is input to the SR module to get high-resolution non-occluded face image. The final recovered high-resolution non-occluded face image can be computed as
We should point out that such a compound generator above can leverage the state-of-the-art image completion methods and super-resolution methods. Without losing generality, here, we choose to use either GFC [1] or Pconv [15] as the FC module, and use either SRResNet [3] or FSRNet [7] as the face SR module. Thus, we can have four different kinds of compound generators e.g., joint GFC and SRResNet, joint GFC and FSRNet, joint Pconv and SRResNet, joint Pconv and FSRNet.
In our experiments, we can see that the proposed approach is effective for either of the above four kinds of generators. However, we should point out that joint face completion and super-resolution is not as simple as putting two methods together. We need to carefully design the loss functions and the training strategies so that we can leverage multi-task learning to obtain good face recovery results. We will detail these in the following sections.
Discriminator: The discriminator D of our approach plays an auxiliary role in network training. We use the commonly used real vs. fake discriminator for discriminating between real and fake (synthesized) face images. The structure of our discriminator is same as Patch-GAN [47] . The loss function is defined as
where p data (x) represents the distribution of real face images and p z (z) represents the distribution of occluded face images.
The discriminator is only used in the second-stage training as shown in Fig. 2 (b) .
2) Loss Functions:
Perceptual Loss: When we recover a high-resolution face image from a low-resolution face image with occlusion, only using pixel-level mean absolute error (MAE) loss may lead to an over-smoothed image lacking details. We expect that both the recovered high-resolution images and the ground-truth high-resolution images should be as similar as possible from the perspective of low-level pixel values, high-level abstract features, and overall concept and style. In order to achieve this goal, we use perceptual loss in addition to pixel loss. The perceptual loss is defined as
where φ is VGG-16 [48] which is pre-trained on ImageNet [10] , φ i,j represents the feature map of the j-th convolution layer before the i-th max pooling layer; W i,j and H i,j represent the dimensions of the feature map. The pixel loss is defined as
where · is the L 1 norm and I gt LR and I gt HR represent the ground-truth low-resolution face image without occlusion and the ground-truth high-resolution face image without occlusion, respectively.
Style Loss: When we perform face image completion, we need to make the style of the completed area as similar as possible to the non-occluded area. Therefore, we introduce style loss [15] into the FC module to reduce the artifacts along the boundaries between the recovered area and the non-occluded area. The style loss is used to perform an autocorrelation (Gram matrix) on each feature map to ensure the style unification of the recovered face part and the non-occluded face part. The style loss is defined as
where K n is a normalization factor 1/(C n · H n · W n ) for the n-th VGG-16 layer; C n , H n and W n are the number, height and width of the feature map, respectively. The style loss is used in the second stage.
Smooth Loss: When we perform face image completion, the completed face image may contain subtle color distortions along the boundaries of the occluded area. We introduce a smooth loss to reduce such color distortions, which is defined as
where W and H are the width and height of the recovered face image by generator G, respectively.
Face Prior Loss: The face contains several semantic parts (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth, etc.), which implies that a face has a more obvious topology than the other general objects. The discriminator above is to differentiate between real and generated face images from both global and local aspects so that the generator can generate more realistic face images. For example, when the eye region of a face image is occluded, the generator is expected to recover the corresponding natural eye image without occlusion. However, in practice, the generator may generate face images with relatively strange facial geometry. In order to solve this problem, we refer to the face analysis method in [7] and use a face prior as an auxiliary discriminator besides the real vs. fake discriminator. This network can predict the face landmark heatmaps and face parsing maps simultaneously. The auxiliary discriminator is defined to penalize the difference between the predicted results and the ground-truth results. The face prior loss is defined as
where I landmark_p , I landmark_gt , I parsing_p and I parsing_gt represent the predicted face landmark heatmaps from the generated face image, the ground-truth face landmark heatmaps, the predicted face parsing maps from the generated face image and the ground-truth face parsing maps, respectively. The face prior prediction network is used in the second stage.
B. Two-Stage Network Training
The end-to-end training of our generator is not as simple as training two separate modules independently. We design an effective two-stage training for the entire network as shown in Fig. 2 . As shown in Fig. 2 (a) , the first-stage training uses style loss, perceptual loss, pixel loss, and smooth loss. In our experiments, we first pre-train FC (see Fig. 2 (a) ). The entire loss at the first stage can be computed as
where λ 1 1 , λ 2 1 , λ 3 1 and λ 4 1 are hyper-parameters balancing the influences of individual losses. For the style loss, perceptual loss, pixel loss and smooth loss, we follow [15] and use λ 1 1 = 10, λ 2 1 = 0.1, λ 3 1 = 0.1, and λ 4 1 = 1. In the second training stage, we fix the FC module and use an adversarial loss, a face prior loss, a perceptual loss, a pixel loss, and a smooth loss to train the face super-resolution module. As shown in Fig. 2 (b) , the entire loss can be computed as
where λ 1 2 , λ 2 2 , λ 3 2 , λ 4 2 , and λ 5 2 are hyper-parameters balancing different loss functions. Similarly, for adversarial loss and perceptual loss, we follow [3] and use λ 1 2 = 10 −3 , λ 3 2 = 0.01; for face parsing loss, we follow [7] , and use λ 2 2 = 1; for the other losses, we empirically set λ 4 2 = 1, λ 5 2 = 0.01. L fc and L sr are used to balance the loss items so that individual losses can be of the same order of magnitude, making it easier for the network to get convergence. Then, in the second training stage, we jointly train the whole network (see Fig. 2 (b) ) using the entire loss
Our ablation study in terms of the training strategy shows that such a two-stage training scheme can lead to better network convergence.
IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Datasets
We perform experimental evaluations on two public-domain datasets: CelebA [11] and Helen [30] . CelebA is a large-scale face attribute dataset with 10,177 subjects and 202,599 face images; each is annotated with 40 binary attributes. We follow the standard protocol and divide the dataset into a training set (162,770 images), a validation set (19,867 images), and a test set (19,962 images) . Helen is composed of 2,330 face images, and each image has 11 labels, denoting the main face parts such as eye, nose, mouth, etc. We follow the standard protocol of Helen and use 2,000 images for training and 330 images for testing. In our experiments of face completion and superresolution, the CelebA is used to train and test, and Helen is used to train the face parsing module of FCSR-GAN.
B. Training Details
We first train a face parsing network on Helen dataset. We crop and align the face images from the Helen dataset based on the positions of the two eyes provided in the dataset. During training, the face images are aligned to 144 × 144 and then randomly cropped to 128 × 128 as inputs. Random crop is a commonly used data augmentation method during network training, and is helpful to improve the network robustness. We use Adam [49] algorithm with an initial learning rate 10 −4 to optimize the face parsing network. Then, we use the trained face parsing network to predict the face parsing maps (see Fig. 5 (c) ) for each face image in CelebA, and use these results as the ground-truth face parsing maps of CelebA. In addition, we also use an open-source SeetaFace 1 to locate 81 facial landmarks (see Fig. 5 (b) ) for each face image in CelebA, and then using them as ground-truth facial landmarks of CelebA.
We then perform two-stage training strategy for FCSR-GAN(described in Sect. III-B) from scratch using CelebA. We align and normalize each face image in CelebA to the same size of 128 × 128 following [1] . In the first stage of training, we downsample each training image 4 times (from 128 × 128 to 32 × 32) or 8 times (from 128 × 128 to 16 × 16) and introduce artificial occlusion to each face image (like the occlusions in Fig. 4 ). In practice, it is very difficult to obtain paired face images, i.e., face images with natural occlusion and their mated face images without occlusion. Therefore, we use artificial occlusions to obtain paired face images. Some face completion results are shown in Fig. 3 . In the second stage 1 https://github.com/seetaface/SeetaFaceEngine of training, the input image is the same as the first stage, but the output of the network is non-occluded high-resolution face image (128 × 128).
C. Experimental Results
1) Qualitative Comparisons: Qualitative comparisons can
provide an intuitive observation of the recovered face images by different methods. We conducted two different experiments on the CelebA test dataset. Here, the face completion module we adopt is PConv [15] , and the face super-resolution module is FSRNet [7] . The input face images include both ×4 or ×8 times downsampled face images. The first experiment is to verify the effectiveness of our FCSR-GAN in recovering a non-occluded high-resolution face image from a low-resolution image with occlusion at different locations (see Fig. 4 ). We can see that the proposed approach can recover visually pleasing results compared with the ground-truth face images. The facial structures and important characteristics also look very similar to the ground-truth face images. In some local details, the recovered face images are slightly different from the ground-truth. We think this is because face can have multiple perceptually reasonable states (e.g., open or closed eyes under sunglasses) and such differences with the ground-truth are reasonable. The second experiment is to verify the consistency of the proposed approach in recovering low-resolution face images of the same subject but with different occlusions (see Fig. 6 ). Overall, the recovered highresolution face images without occlusion of the same subject show very consistent facial components and details across individual images. This is a good characteristic of a face completion and super-resolution approach.
2) Quantitative Comparisons: In addition to visual quality, we have also used two measurements to quantify the effectiveness of the proposed approach for joint face completion and super-resolution. One is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is widely used in image compression area to measure the fidelity of the reconstructed signal w.r.t. the ground-truth. The other is the mean structural similarity index (MSSIM) [50] , which is a perceptual measure that considers not only image degradation as perceived change in structural information, but also several perceptual phenomena, including luminance and contrast. For our FCSR-GAN, we use GFC and SRResNet as the face completion and super-resolution modules, respectively. In terms of the baselines, since there is not known prior methods that are reported to jointly handle low-resolution and occlusion, we use two straightforward baselines: successively performing face completion followed by face super-resolution (i.e., GFC + SRResNet), or vice versa (i.e., SRResNet + GFC). In other words, we expect to evaluate the advantages of joint face completion and super-resolution via multi-task learning [51] , [52] , [53] , [54] applying face completion and face super-resolution models successively. The PSNR and MSSIM of individual methods are shown in Fig. 7 . We can see that our FCSR-GAN performs much better than the two baseline methods in terms of both PSNR and MSSIM. This suggests that our FCSR-GAN can leverage multi-task learning to build effective models for jointly handling low-resolution and occlusions.
In addition, we also study the influences of different occlusion sizes and positions to the face image recovery FIG. 8 (a) performance. First, we divide the face images in the testing set into 2 × 2 grid (4 blocks in total as shown in Fig. 8 (a) ) and 3 × 3 grid (9 blocks in total as shown in Fig. 8 (b) ), and occlude one block each time to study the influences of different occlusion locations to our FCSR-GAN. The PSNR and MSSIM of FCSR-GAN at four different occlusion locations in Fig. 8 (a) are given in Table III . Similarly, PSNR and MSSIM of FCSR-GAN at nine different occlusion locations in Fig. 8 (b) are shown in Table IV . From the results, we can see that (i) under the same occlusion block size, different occlusion locations have very small influence to the face image recovery performance (the standard deviations for PSNR and MSSIM across different locations are very small); (ii) occlusion blocks, e.g., block-1 and block-3 in Fig. 8 (a) , and block-4, block-5, and block-6 in Fig. 8 (b) , which are close to the eyes are more difficult for joint face completion and super-resolution (the PSNR and MSSIM are lower than the other occlusion locations); (iii) comparing the recovery results for Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (b) , we can notice that bigger occlusion sizes are more challenging for FCSR-GAN. Then, we fix one occlusion location (shown in Fig. 8 (c) ) and change the occlusion block size to see its influence. The PSNR and MSSIM of FCSR-GAN is given in Fig. 9 . Again, we notice that bigger occlusion sizes have bigger influence to the face recovery performance.
3) Ablation Study: The proposed FCSR-GAN consists of several different loss functions, and uses a two-stage training FIG. 8 (b ) Fig. 6 . Joint face completion and super-resolution results by the proposed approach for face images of the same subject but with random occlusions at different locations of the face. For panel I, (a) is the input images (shown with 4× upsampling using the bicubic interpolation), and (b) is the recovered face images. For panel II, (a) is the input images (shown with 8× upsampling using the bicubic interpolation), and (b) is the recovered face images. scheme. In order to verify the effectiveness of each part, we perform five ablation experiments, i.e., (a) directly train the whole FSCR-GAN without using two-stage training; (b) only perform the second-stage training (without pre-training face completion as shown in Fig. 2 (a) ); (c) train the model without smooth loss L smooth ; (d) train the model without perceptual loss L per ; and (e) train the model without face prior loss L fp . Without losing generality, here, we use GFC as the face completion module and SRResNet as the face super-resolution module. All the experiments use the same input: 4 times downsampled image (i.e., from 128 × 128 to 32 × 32) with 1/4 area Table V . We can see that the proposed approach with two-stage training exceeds all the other ablation methods in terms of PSNR and MSSIM. The results suggest that each component of FCSR-GAN has its contribution for jointly face completion and super-resolution.
4) Framework Generality:
The proposed approach is actually a general framework in leveraging the state-of-the-art image completion methods and super-resolution methods to achieve joint face completion and super-resolution. Without losing generality, here, we choose to use either GFC [1] or Pconv [15] as the FC module, and use either SRResNet [3] or FSRNet [7] as the SR module. Thus, we can have four different compound generators for our FCSR-GAN, e.g., joint GFC and SRResNet, joint GFC and FSRNet, joint Pconv and SRResNet, and joint Pconv and FSRNet. Fig. 10 shows some recovered face images by the above four FCSR-GAN methods.
All the experiments used the same input: 4 times downsampled image (i.e., from 128 × 128 to 32 × 32) with 1/4 area of occlusion. The PSNR and MSSIM of the compound generators methods are reported in Table VI . We can see that FCSR-GAN achieves better results when PConv and FSRNet are used as the compound generator, but the other three compound generators also work very well, indicating good generality of the proposed approach.
5) Cross-Dataset Validation:
We conduct cross-dataset validation to evaluate the generalization ability of our FCSR-GAN, i.e., training on CelebA but testing on Helen. Here, we use joint GFC and SRResNet as the compound generator. The input is 32 × 32 face images with 1/4 area of occlusion. Our FCSR-GAN trained on CelebA achieves 21.72 dB PSNR and 0.628 MSSIM on Helen. Compared with the intradatabase testing results on CelebA (22.23 dB PSNR and 0.657 MSSIM), these results look quite encouraging considering the different data distributions between CelebA and Helen.
6) Effectiveness for Face Recognition:
We also explore whether the proposed FCSR-GAN can improving face recognition when using the recovered face images instead of the original low-resolution face images with occlusion in face recognition tasks. Here, we choose joint GFC and SRResNet as the compound generator. We conduct experiments on the CelebA dataset. The training set (containing 162,770 face images of 8,192 subjects) of CelebA used for face completion and super-resolution is also used as the training set for training face recognition model from a pretrained LightCNN-9 [55] . For the testing set (containing 19,962 face images of 1,000 subjects) of CelebA, we randomly split it into gallery and probe, i.e., with one image of each subject in the gallery and the other images in probe. We used three types of face images for face recognition: (i) low-resolution and occluded face images, (ii) recovered face images by our FCSR-GAN, and (iii) the ground-truth high-resolution face images. In each face recognition experiment, the pre-trained LightCNN-9 is finetuned using the corresponding face images first, and then used for face identification. From the face identification results in Fig. 11 , we can see that face identification using the recovered face images by our FCSR-GAN leads to much higher accuracy than using the original low-resolution face images with occlusion, and the performance is close to that using the ground-truth high-resolution face images without occlusion. These results suggest that face completion and super-resolution by our approach is useful for improving face recognition performance.
7) Handling Natural Low-Resolution Face Images: In the above experiments, we follow the state-of-the-art methods and use low-resolution face images that are downsampled from high-resolution face images. Downsampling can be different from natural low resolution in practice. The main reason of using such a setting is that it is difficult to find paired face images with and without natural occlusion. We still expect to evaluate the effectiveness of our FCSR-GAN in handling natural low-resolution face images (see some examples in Fig. 11 . Face identification accuracies at rank 1-5 using low-resolution and occluded face images, recovered face images by our method, and the groundtruth face images, respectively. Face completion and super-resolution results by our approach for natural low-resolution and occluded face images. (a) low-resolution face image, (b) low-resolution face images with introduced occlusion, (c) the recovered high-resolution face images without occlusion by our FSCR-GAN, and (d) high-resolution face images from the same subject, which are used as references of the ground-truth. Fig. 12 (a) ). For each natural low-resolution face image, we find a high-resolution face image of the same subject and use it as a reference of ground-truth (see Fig. 12 (d) ). For the natural low-resolution face images, we give the occlusion masks (see Fig. 12 (b) ) and perform joint face completion and super-resolution using our FCSR-GAN. The recovered high-resolution face images without occlusion are shown in Fig. 12 (c) . From the results, we can see that FCSR-GAN can recovering very reasonable face images compared with the reference ground-truth face images.
8) Handling Natural Face Occlusion:
The natural occlusion in practical applications (e.g., under video surveillance) can be different from the artificially generated occlusions like black blocks. We hope to evaluate the effectiveness of our FCSR-GAN in handling natural face occlusion. We find some naturally occluded low-resolution face images from CelebA, and give the occlusion masks. We then apply FCSR-GAN to recover the high-resolution face image without occlusion. We can see that although the ground-truth non-occluded high-resolution face images are not available, the recovered high-resolution face images without occlusion by FCSR-GAN look visual pleasing (see Fig. 13 ). This suggests that the proposed FCSR-GAN might be used in some practical application scenarios.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a joint face completion and face super-resolution method (namely FCSR-GAN), which can leverage multi-task learning to recover non-occluded highresolution face images from low-resolution face images with occlusions via a single model. The proposed FCSR-GAN uses compound generator and carefully designed losses (adversarial loss, perceptual loss, smooth loss, pixel loss, and face parsing loss) to assure the quality of the recovered face images. Experimental results on the public-domain CelebA and Helen databases show that the proposed approach outperforms the baseline methods in jointly performing face super-resolution (up to 8×) and face completion from low-resolution face images with occlusions. The proposed approach introduces a general framework that can leverage the state-of-the-art image completion and super-resolution algorithms to achieve joint face completion and super-resolution. The proposed approach shows promising performance in both cross-dataset testing and in handling natural low-resolution and occlusion in face images.
Our current approach mainly deals with artificial occlusions, and requires input occlusion masks. In our future work, we would like to investigate methods for joint face completion and super-resolution from natural occlusions without providing manually labeled occlusion masks. In addition, we think the joint face completion and super-resolution problem is still far from being solved. For example, as discussed in [56] , face completion from occluded face images may have multiple reasonable de-occlusion results. It remains a challenging problem for balancing de-occlusion diversity and preserving subject identity. We also would like to study whether we can utilizing 3D face priors [57] , [58] to assist in the face completion and super-resolution task.
